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An Introduction to 
Metasearching




 Cutting through the jargon
 How does metasearch work?
 Metasearching issues
 What is available in the market?
 What is coming up?
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Introduction
 Practitioner’s guide to metasearching
 Overview
 Tips
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One simultaneous search/access to multiple 
databases or information sources irrespective 




 Not a search engine
 Not an index or “union 
catalog”
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Access to article  via openURL
OpenURL
Resolver
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User interface issues
 How far can the user interface 
be customized?
 Simple/advanced search forms
 Group databases by 
topics/format
 Customize access to databases 
by user groups
 Embed search box anywhere
 User-controlled options
 Save searchs, email results
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Database issues
 General overview of what’s 
available on a topic in multiple 
databases vs. replacement of 
native search
 Sub-databases (by topic)
 Partitioned databases (by date)
 Educating users
 Usage statistics
 Impact on databases with 
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Administration issues
 Resources needed to install, 
customize & implement
 Maintenance, esp. when target 





 What about sensitive/classified/ 
proprietary databases?
 Charges for new database connectors
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What is available in the 
market?
 Create your own
 Can be costly in the long run
 Must have a team of good programmers
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What is available in the 
market? (2)
 Metasearch tools by LMS vendors
 EnCompass (Endeavor, MuseSearch)
 Horizon Consolidated Searching (Dynix, 
WebFeat)
 MetaFind (Innovative, MuseSearch)
 MetaLib (ExLibris)
 One Search (Follett, WebFeat) 
 SingleSearch (Sirsi, MuseSearch)
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What is available in the 
market? (3)
 Metasearch tools for the corporate 
sector
 askOnce (Xerox, France)
 Copernic Enterprise Search (Copernic)
 QueryServer (OpenText)
 Vivisimo (Vivisimo, Inc.) 
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Screenshot from askOnce
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Screenshot from Vivisimo
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What is coming up?
 Expect more vendors
 Consumer driven features with increased 
interest and demand
 Standards based on web services
 NISO workshop - The Next Generation of 
Access: OpenURL and Metasearch, October 
29-30, Washington, D.C.
 
http://www.niso.org/news/events_workshops/MS-2003_worksho
p.html#agenda
 
